1. CASED LEATHER RUGBY BALL SIGNED BY BRITISH LIONS TOURING SIDE TO NEW ZEALAND 1971

Condition: in excellent order, the thirty seven signatures of players and coaching-staff remain clear and decipherable. The team was heavily influenced by the Welsh team of the era including the greats Gareth Edwards, JPR Williams, Barry John, Derek Quinnell, John Bevan, Gerald Davies, Mervyn Davies and John Dawes (Capt) and with Carwyn James as coach.

Provenance: has been on display at Pontardawe RFC since shortly after the tour. It is complete with handwritten plaque 'Presented to Pontardawe RFCV by Ray Hopkins, British Lions, Wales, Barbarians, Maesteg'

The 1971 series was a huge success for The British Lions having done poorly in the subsequent tour in 1966. The Lions won the series 2-1 with the final test drawn.

£400-700

2. PHIL BENNETT’S 1972 LLANELLI RFC JERSEY

Condition: in excellent preserved condition, complete with stitched club badge and the No.10 to the back. Complete with internal Umbro manufacturer’s labels and with applied label inscribed ‘No. 1 Phill Bennett’ and inscribed below the labels ‘Philip BENNETT’. The jersey is not faded and has no notable damage other than staple holes and pin-holes from display.

Provenance: on display at Cwmtwrch RFC clubhouse since the early 1970s after being acquired by former player and coach Mr Clive Rowlands, a friend of Phil Bennett’s. We have spoken to Phil Bennett regarding the jersey who explained that it is unclear as to which matches the jersey would have been played in as the team would have received ‘three or four’ jerseys in a season and doubt has been cast as to whether the jersey was used during this particular game. During its display at Cwmtwrch a card label has always been present with the jersey, this reads ‘Llanelli RFC Vs - All Black 1972 - Pres. by Phil Bennett but this is thought to be incorrect.

1972 was Llanelli RFC’s Centenary year and most famous season, they were the WRU Cup winners and the season culminated with the defeat of the All Blacks of New Zealand at Stradey Park, 9-3 on 31st October in front of 26,000 supporters.

Phil Bennett OBE is one of Llanelli’s greatest servants, first playing for the club in 1966, captaining for six successive seasons from 1973-1979, playing 400 games and scoring a remarkable 2500 points. As one of Wales’ most famous sportsman, he was a fly-half who dazzled the crowds with his range of tricks and in particular his famous sidestep and swerve. He gained 29 Welsh caps during a glorious period for Welsh rugby, scoring 166 points, he won a total of three Grand Slams, four Triple Crowns and five Home Championships. He played eight times for The British Lions, scoring 44 points. Awarded an OBE in 1979 for his services to sport, he is a member of the World Rugby Hall of Fame, the Welsh Rugby Hall of Fame and the Welsh Sporting Hall of Fame.

£3000-6000

3. A RARE SANTOS FC CLUB SHIRT SIGNED BY ‘EDSON PELE’ (PELE) SIGNED DIAGONALLY ACROSS THE CHEST.

Condition: a round neck short-sleeved t-shirt, structurally excellent without notable damage, some discolouration in areas due to folding while being displayed. Complete with felt club-badge and felt No.10 to the back, with ‘Athleta’ manufacturer’s label internally.

Provenance: has been on display at Cwmtwrch RFC since the early to mid 1970s after being acquired by a club-member’s relative for the Cwmtwrch collection, while on business in Brazil

£3000-6000
4. **DANNY BLANCHFLOWER MATCH-WORN NORTHERN IRELAND SHIRT BELIEVED TO BE IN HIS LAST INTERNATIONAL IN 1963**

Condition: the v-neck, short-sleeved shirt complete with Irish Football Association badge stitched to the chest and with stitched No. 4 to the back. Green colour has held exceptionally well, there are small holes caused by display but no damage of a serious nature.

Provenance: has been on the display at Cwmtwrch RFC for approximately forty to fifty years as part of a large collection of sporting memorabilia. The nature of its original acquisition is unknown.

£1000-1500

5. **1923 RUGBY CENTENARY MATCH-WORN JERSEY FOR ENGLAND & WALES COMBINED XV**

Worn by Gwilym Michael (1892-1941) in the centenary match at Rugby School, November 1st, 1923, the match was played on 'The Close' at the school to celebrate the centenary of the William Webb Ellis event in 1823 which is widely considered to be the birth of rugby football. 2000 spectators, mostly schoolboys witnessed a victory for the England / Wales team. It was the first of a series of matches culminating in the WRU Centenary match in Cardiff in 1980.

The jersey is all white with embroidered crest to the breast of red rose for England next to a red and blue Prince of Wales Feathers crest for Wales. Both crests are above ‘1923’ in red embroidery, the jersey is complete with three buttons and a stitched label to the interior for 'RW FORSYTH LTD - ATHLETIC OUTFITTERS - EDINBURGH & GLASGOW'. There were no numbers worn in this match.

To accompany the jersey is an old framed photograph of the team.

Provenance: has been on display at Pontardawe RFC since being presented by the player in the first-half of the twentieth century.

£1000-1500

6. **WALES V ENGLAND AMATEUR SOCCER JERSEY FROM 1951, MATCH-WORN BY IDWAL ROBLING**

Condition: some fading to folded exposed areas and a few small holes mainly to sleeve, complete with felt Wales crest that reads ‘AMATEUR v ENGLAND 1951-52’

Provenance: Pontardawe RFC

£400-700

7. **1912 WELSH INTERNATIONAL RUGBY JERSEY MATCH-WORN BY B R LEWIS**

Condition: woollen jersey complete with white collar and Prince of Wales Feather crest 'ICH DIEN', no labels, appears to have shrunk.

Provenance: Pontardawe RFC

Later amendment: it is thought that this jersey may be for a junior

£1200-1800

8. **1923 FRENCH INTERNATIONAL RUGBY JERSEY MATCH-WORN BY P MOREAU**

Condition: faded folded areas where exposed, losses to felt badge, complete with manufacturer’s label ‘A G SPALDING & BROS’
9. 1923 WALES INTERNATIONAL JERSEY MATCH-WORN BY GWILYM MICHAEL

Condition: fading to folded exposed areas, complete with No.14 to stitched back-panel, with white collar and internal outfitter label for 'R W FORSYTH Ltd'

Provenance: Pontardawe RFC
£300-600

10. AUSTRALIA INTERNATIONAL JERSEY WORN BY D B CARROLL v WALES, 2nd DECEMBER 1908

Condition: fading to folded exposed areas, complete with 1st period Australia rugby embroidered crest of red-rose above 'AUSTRALIA' in blue embroidery. Complete with collar and outfitter's label 'J PEARSON, 21 KINGS ARCADE SYDNEY'

Provenance: Pontardawe RFC, presented by Phil Hopkins Esq (printed card to accompany)
£5000-10000

11. 1923 WALES v ENGLAND RUGBY UNION CAP FOR GWILYM MICHAEL

Condition: good, colour held, small hole to back, complete with interior label

Provenance: Pontardawe RFC
£200-400

12. 1911 WALES TRIAL CAP FOR B R LEWIS

Condition: faded and thumbnail size tear

Provenance: Pontardawe RFC
£200-400

13. 1906 SPRINGBOK RUGBY UNION CAP FOR J S Le ROUX

Condition: colours held, some tears and fraying

Provenance: sent to us by a private client in Johannesburg

The 1906-07 Springbok tour was a watershed in South African sport. It was the first overseas tour by a South African rugby team and it was during this tour that the term 'Springboks' was coined for a South African team and for 'Springbok' to denote an individual who has represented South Africa.

Coming only four years after the terrible Boer War which divided the country, the tour was responsible for uniting the 'Afrikaaners' and the 'Colonials' in one cause, the defeat of the British rugby teams.

The 1906-07 tour firmly established the 'Boks amongst the world leaders of the rugby nations. Their first test match on the tour was against Scotland where they conceded defeat 6 - 0, Belfast was the location for their first victory on the road as they snatched a win against the Irish 15 - 12. The big test was a week later where at Swansea they defeated the much favoured Wales 11 - 0, then onto London for a draw with England which sealed the test series for the tourists. The last match of the tour was an emphatic 55 - 6 victory over France in Paris. Out of 29 matches played, South Africa won 26, lost two and drew one.

For the next 50 years* the Springboks were never beaten in a test series at home or abroad and the Springbok emblem became feared by opponents worldwide. Victories during this period included 3 Grand Slam tours of the British Isles (1912, 1931-2, 1951-2), a series victory in New Zealand (1937), a 4 - 0 whitewash
of the All Blacks (1949), 4 series victories over the Wallabies (1933, 1937, 1953, 1956) and 3 series victories over the British & Irish Lions (1910, 1924 & 1938).

£2000-2500

14. **EDDY MERCKX 1975 TOUR DE FRANCE ‘MOLTENI' YELLOW JERSEY**

Condition: excellent, complete with 'MIKO' sponsorship etc, Le Coq Sportif logo to sleeve and label to interior, back-pockets with buttons.

Provenance: Jean Cormier / Clive Rowlands / Cwmtwrch RFC. Acquired by French sports-journalist Jean Cormier as a gift for former Wales rugby-player, coach and selector Mr Clive Rowlands.

Mr Cormier visited Mr Rowlands in South Wales for an interview and when at Cwmtwrch RFC the sports-writer vowed to acquire an important item 'for the Cwmtwrch collection' and the Merckx jersey arrived shortly afterwards. Jean Cormier is a sports journalist who specialised in rugby and cycling as well as political biography.

The 1975 Tour de France saw the legend Eddy ‘The Cannibal' Merckx attempt his sixth victory, but there was huge controversy as the Frenchman became a victim of violence from a member of the partisan crowd. Some French cycling supporters were more than anxious that Merckx would beat the record of five wins set by Frenchman Jacques Anquetil. Consequently, at stage 14 a spectator leapt from the crowd and punched Merckx causing him to fall and break a cheekbone. As a result French cyclist Bernard Thevenet took the lead and was the winner of the tour, Eddy Merckx came in second and Eddy Merckx did not win the tour again.

£5000-10000

15. **CYCLING JERSEY WORN BY JACQUES ANQUETIL (1934-1987) OF FRANCE**

Condition: orange and white jersey and colours have held, BIC sponsor logo across chest, back and each shoulder, zip intact

Provenance: see Lot 14 in this auction

Jacques Anquetil was considered a natural cyclist with an unbelievable ability to ride alone against the clock in stages, which lent him the name "Monsieur Chrono". The first rider to win the Tour de France five times in 1957, '61, '62, '63 & '64.

Owen Mulholland, the American journalist wrote;

'The sight of Jacques Anquetil on a bicycle gives credence to an idea we Americans find unpalatable, that of a natural aristocracy. From the first day he seriously straddled a top tube, "Anq" had a sense or perfection most riders spend a lifetime searching for. Between 1950, when he rode his first race, and nineteen years later, when he retired, Anquetil had countless frames underneath him, yet that indefinable poise was always there.

The look was that of a greyhound. His arms and legs were extended more than was customary in his era of pounded post World War II roads. And the toes pointed down. Just a few years before, riders had prided their ankleing motion, but Jacques was the first of the big gear school. His smooth power dictated his entire approach to the sport. Hands resting serenely on his thin brake levers, the sensation from Quincampoix, Normandy, appeared to cruise while others wriggled in desperate attempts to keep up'

£500-1000

16. **1972 NEW ZEALAND INTERNATIONAL RUGBY JERSEY MATCH-WORN BY LIN COLLING IN THEIR DEFEAT BY LLANELL**

Condition: excellent, with fern crest, collars, internal label for 'Canterbury' sportswear, No.9 on reverse
Provenance: won by our family vendor in an official Llanelli RFC raffle shortly after the match. The first prize was the match-ball and the jersey was second prize (there was the option of a neck-tie but the vendor opted for the jersey).

£500-1000

17. **1929 WELSH INTERNATIONAL JERSEY MATCH-WORN BY ARTHUR LEMON v IRELAND**

Condition: colour has held, collar intact, letter 'N' to the reverse, internal label for outfitters 'D L Davies, The Bon, Swansea', Prince of Wales Feather crest intact, the jersey has not been displayed and is structurally fine

Provenance: the vendor is the niece of William Edward Lewis who was 'best-friends' with Arthur Lemon. The player promised his best-friend a jersey and duly gifted him this jersey on returning from the match which was drawn 5-5 in Ireland in 1929. The jersey was then bequeathed to the vendor in 1972.

Arthur Whitelock Lemon (1905-1982) played for Wales thirteen times as a No.8 forward, the Ireland match was his first International cap.

£300-700

18. **1924 NEW ZEALAND RUGBY UNION 'INVINCIBLES' JERSEY MATCH-WORN BY HANDLEY BROWN**

Condition: with quilted shoulders, white collar, felt panel New Zealand fern crest, draw-string and No.5 to panel on reverse, excellent overall condition without any notable problems

Provenance: from the family of Danny Ellis Davies, rugby author, historian and part of the British Lions touring party 1955

£3000-5000

19. **WALES INTERNATIONAL JERSEY, UNKNOWN, CIRCA 1920s**

Condition: excellent, bearing Prince of Wales feather crest, outfitters label for 'R W FORSYTH' and with No. 1 to panel stitched to reverse

Provenance: from the family of Danny Ellis Davies, rugby author, historian and part of the British Lions touring party 1955

£500-800

20. **1905 WALES INTERNATIONAL JERSEY MATCH-WORN BY WILL JOSEPH IN THEIR FAMOUS DEFEAT OF NEW ZEALAND**

Condition: excellent colour to jersey, stitched crest has lost colour but intact, collar good, small pin-holes from presentation and other minor holes and minor fraying

Provenance: Will Joseph is the great-uncle of the vendor, the jersey has been in the family since 1959

The 1905 test between Wales and the New Zealand 'Originals' is surely the most famous of pre-War rugby games. Wales won 3-0 at Cardiff Arms Park - albeit controversially. This match was the only defeat for the formidable touring side, a tour in which the New Zealanders gained the nickname 'The All Blacks' for the first time and a tour in which they played thirty-five times, winning thirty-four times. The New Zealand side's captain Dave Gallagher's jersey was sold by us in October 2015 for £180,000.

Will Joseph, a Swansea resident and Swansea RFC player was capped for Wales sixteen times.

£13000-18000

21. **A PRESENTATION CASE OF WELSH RUGBY UNION INTERNATIONAL MATCH-WORN APPAREL TO COMMEMORATE 50 x CAP PLAYERS:**

1. Gareth Edwards' 50th International cap shorts
2. JPR Williams' 50th International cap stockings
3. Roberts Jones' 50th International cap boots

Condition: each item appears to be in good condition, shorts show some sign of wear with a hole to the pocket, boots have studs, also present is a small England Rugby Union, England v Wales box dated 4th February 1978 inscribed in Welsh and signed by Gareth Edwards

Provenance: acquired by Mr Clive Rowlands for Cwmtwrch RFC

£500-800

22. 1968-69 WALES SOCCER CAP WORN BY CLIFF JONES v ITALY

Condition: excellent and bearing stitched label to the interior with name of player

Provenance: Cwmtwrch RFC

Swansea born, Cliff Jones (b.1935) is one of Welsh football and Tottenham Hotspurs greatest players. The winger has been inducted into the National Football Hall of Fame, he won 59 Welsh caps, and was a member of the only Welsh team to play in the World Cup Finals. With Tottenham he won the Football League and FA Cup 'double' in 1960-61 season. He scored 159 goals for his club side in 378 appearances and currently stands at fourth in Tottenham's all-time scoring list.

Cliff Jones is one of only six Welshman to be inducted into the National Football Hall of Fame (the others being John Charles, Billy Meredith, Ian Rush, Mark Hughes and Ryan Giggs).

£300-400

23. A 1959 RAF CAP & AN UNKNOWN CAP WITH CREST AND INITIALS 'FLR'

Condition: both excellent

Provenance: Cwmtwrch RFC

£80-140

24. IRISH RUGBY UNION JERSEY MATCH-WORN BY TONY O'REILLY

Condition: excellent including crest, collar, buttons and No.11, colours good and no notable damage anywhere

Provenance: Cwmtwrch RFC

Winger, Tony O'Reilly won 29 caps between 1955 and 1970, the fifteen years and 23 days being the longest span in Irish rugby history. He toured twice with the British & Irish Lions in 1955 & 1959. He was in the first class of inductees into the International Rugby Hall of Fame in 1997 and was inducted into the IRB Hall of Fame in 2009

£1000-1500

25. 1935 WELSH INTERNATIONAL JERSEY, MATCH-WORN BY ARTHUR REES OBE CBE QPM (1912-1998) AGAINST NEW ZEALAND

Condition; structurally excellent, red colour has held very well but has run into white areas turning them pink, complete with Prince of Wales feathers, collar good, original buttons and internal label for 'D L Davies,
Arthur Rees was born in West Wales, educated at Llandovery College and St Catharine’s College, Cambridge. He won 13 caps for Wales as a wing forward between 1934 and 1938. After leaving Cambridge University in 1935 he joined the Metropolitan Police and then at the outbreak of WWII served as a pilot in the RAF rising to rank of Squadron Leader and then Wing Commander.

After the war he continued with the Metropolitan Police until becoming Chief Constable of Denbighshire in 1957 and then in 1964 he moved to Chief Constable of Staffordshire. He was awarded the Queens Police Medal in 1970, made a Deputy Lieutenant of Staffordshire and was granted the Freedom of the City of London and also made a Knight of the Order of St John

The match at Cardiff Arms park was one of only three matches where Wales have beaten the All Blacks - on this occasion 13 points to 12. On this particular tour New Zealand played 30 matches and won 26.

£6000-7000

26. 1935 IRELAND INTERNATIONAL JERSEY MATCH WORN BY BOB GRAVES (1909-1990) IRELAND v NEW ZEALAND

Condition: structurally fine, clean, faded but still a green shade, crest, collar, buttons in good order, No. 2 to stitched panel on reverse

Provenance: swapped with Ron King, during the match on 7th December 1935 (see similar provenance for Lot 25)

Charles Robert (Bob) Arthur Graves played at hooker or prop and represented Ireland fifteen times. He became the President of the Leinster Province 1959-1960 and was an Irish selector 1960-61

£3000-4000

27. 1971-72 CHELSEA FC HOME SHIRT MATCH-WORN AND PRESENTED BY PETER OSGOOD (1947-2006)

Condition: excellent, a few small holes from being pinned for presentation, good solid colour, crest in good condition and bearing internal 'Umbro' label printed with 'World Cup Choice 1970', No. 9 stitched to reverse

Provenance: Cwmtwrch RFC

Osgood was only capped by England a disappointing four times, perhaps due to his notorious 'playboy' lifestyle which was frowned upon by Alf Ramsey. But at Chelsea Peter Osgood is 'Ossie the King of Stamford Bridge' or 'Wizard of Os' and in two spells at the club, he played 289 times and scored 105 goals. In the 1971 season Osgood was part of the Chelsea team which lifted the European Cup Winners Cup defeating Real Madrid 2-1 in a replay in Athens, he scored in both the drawn fixture and the replay. In 1972 he scored for Chelsea in a major cup final for the third consecutive year - this time in the League Cup. His FA Cup goal against Arsenal in the 1972-73 season was voted goal of the season.

£1000-2000

28. RUGBY UNION TOUCH-JUDGE FLAG FOR CARDIFF v THE LIONS 22.9.1951

Condition: overall excellent, small pin-holes but no problems of note

Provenance: Cwmtwrch RFC

£100-150
29. RUGBY UNION TOUCH-JUDGE FLAG FOR SCOTLAND v WALES 1975

Condition: embroidered to both sides - blue and red, and with Scottish and Welsh crests, no condition problems of note but small hole in corner from display and pin-holes

Provenance: Cwmtwrch RFC
£100-150

30. RUGBY UNION TOUCH-JUDGE FLAG FOR NEW ZEALAND v WALES 1969 & A NEW ZEALAND ONLY SIMILAR

Condition: excellent embroidery work, good colours, small holes from display but no notable damage on either

Provenance: Cwmtwrch RFC
£100-150

31. FOUR VINTAGE ARMED FORCES RUGBY UNION JERSEYS

Condition: all appear to be in wearable condition, small pin-holes from display

Provenance: Cwmtwrch RFC
£100-200

1. Red and white jersey bearing club crest for 'Middle East Command'
2. Dark blue and white jersey bearing club crest for 'Royal Navy'
3. Light blue and white jersey bearing club crest for 'RAF XV'
4. Black and white jersey bearing club crest for 'Royal Military College of Science'

32. N.S.W SEVENS 1986 WALES BLAZER

Condition: excellent with all 'brass' crested buttons complete

Provenance: presented by former Wales International scrum-half Robert Jones to Cwmtwrch RFC
£70-100

33. ENGLAND RUGBY UNION INTERNATIONAL JERSEY MATCH-WORN BY SCRUM-HALF JAN WEBSTER

Condition: some staining and discolouration and small pin-holes from display but structurally excellent, crest good and bearing No.9 to reverse

Provenance: presented to Mervyn Davies by the late Andy Riply OBE and then to Cwmtwrch RFC
£200-400

34. A 1975 WALES INTERNATIONAL RUGBY UNION SQUAD JERSEY FROM JAPAN TOUR

Condition: excellent, no number to reverse, embroidered crest with 'JAPAN 1975'

Provenance: presented by Gareth Edwards to Cwmtwrch RFC
£100-200

35. POST-1967 NEW ZEALAND ALL BLACKS SQUAD JERSEY, No.20

Condition: excellent, no notable damage, No.20
36. **FRENCH INTERNATIONAL RUGBY UNION JERSEY MATCH-WORN BY WALTER SPANGHERO**

Condition: discolouration to areas, structurally fine, felt 'FFR' badge good, stitched red coloured No.8 on reverse

Provenance: Cwmtwrch RFC

Walter Spanghero was capped by France 51 times, a 1968 Grand Slam winner and Five Nation Champion in 1967 and 1973. He famously had a stormy relationship with his teammate and brother Claude. Colin Mead described Spanghero as his toughest International opponent

£500-1000

37. **1974 WALES XV JERSEY MATCH-WORN BY GERALD DAVIES (CAPT.) v NEW ZEALAND**

Condition: excellent wearable condition, small pin-holes from display, details such as collar, crest, No.12 and internal 'Umbro' label as should be

Provenance: presented by Gerald Davies to Cwmtwrch RFC

The match, played at Cardiff Arms Park in front of 50,000 was unusual as it was played in mid-week on November 27th. The Welsh designated the team a XV and those selected did not receive caps. The score was 12-3 to the visitors.

£200-400

38. **1949-50 WALES INTERNATIONAL FOOTBALL JERSEY MATCH-WORN BY AUBREY POWELL v BELGIUM**

Condition: superb condition considering its age with only small pin-holes from display and no notable damage, complete with excellent felt badge and No.10 stitched to the reverse

Provenance: Cwmtwrch RFC (Powell was from the village)

Aubrey Powell (1918-2009) had a football career which was one of unfulfilled potential - he fractured his leg in the early part of his career so was out for 18 months, a year later WWII broke out to interrupt his playing career further. He was an inside-forward capped by Wales eight times. He played most of his club football for Leeds and Everton.

£200-400

39. **IAN RUSH SIGNED LIVERPOOL FC HOME SHIRT**

Condition: no problems other than pin-holes, no number to reverse

Provenance: Cwmtwrch RFC

£70-100

40. **FRAMED PRESENTATION OF SEVEN CLOTH BADGES INCLUDING 1955 BRITISH LIONS RUGBY UNION TOUR BLAZER BADGE, BRITISH LIONS DINNER JACKET BADGE & WELSH RUGBY UNION BLAZER BADGE**

Condition: framed, behind glass, all badges fine

Provenance: family of Danny Davies, an official on the 1955 tour
41. A FASCINATING PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM TO DOCUMENT THE 1955 BRITISH LIONS TOUR TO AFRICA TOGETHER WITH A 1955 BRITISH LIONS PLAQUE

Condition: all 110 black and white photographs are well preserved, the plaque also structurally fine with a couple of surface scratches only

Provenance: family of Danny Davies (see previous lot)

£200-400

42. BOUND VOLUME OF APPROX 25 CARDIFF RFU PROGRAMMES FROM 1925/26 COLLECTED BY THAT SEASON'S CAPTAIN - DANNY DAVIES

Condition: excellent, binding embossed with 'DED' being Danny Ellis Davies

Provenance: from the family of Danny Davies (see previous lots)

£200-300

43. 1924-5 WELSH TRIALS CAP AWARDED TO DANNY DAVIES

Condition: superb

Provenance: from the player's family (see previous lots)

£100-150

44. RARE 1923 WELSH CIVIL SERVICE RUGBY UNION CAP AWARDED TO DANNY DAVIES OF CARDIFF RFC

Condition: superb

Provenance: from the player's family (see previous lots)

£200-300

45. 1919-20 PENYLAN RFC CARDIFF HONOURS CAP AWARDED TO DANNY DAVIES

Condition: superb

Provenance: from the player's family (see previous lots)

£120-180

46. 1921-22 CARDIFF RFC CAP AWARDED TO DANNY DAVIES

Condition: superb

Provenance: from the player's family (see previous lots)

£150-200

47. 1921-22 CARDIFF RFC CAP (POSSIBLY FOR EXTRAS XV) AWARDED TO DANNY DAVIES

Condition: good

Provenance: from the player's family (see previous lots)

£70-100

48. 2012 SIGNED AND FRAMED BARBARIANS PRESENTATION JERSEY WITH PROGRAMME FOR ENGLAND v BARBARIANS
£100-200

49. SIGNED & FRAMED PROGRAMME CENTREFOLD - BRITISH LIONS v NEW ZEALAND 1983
   £70-100

50. TWO FRAMED RUGBY UNION POSTERS FOR 2003 WORLD CUP & 1983 MIDLANDS v NEW ZEALAND
   £30-40

51. ORIGINAL BLACK AND WHITE MOUNTED PHOTOGRAPH OF ENGLAND TEAM TO PLAY IRELAND 1902
    Provenance: Peter Hardwick (player)’s personal copy
    £100-150

52. MOUNTED ORIGINAL BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH OF 1904 ENGLAND RUGBY UNION TEAM TO PLAY IRELAND
    Provenance: Peter Hardwick (player)’s personal copy
    £150-200

53. 1935 WALES v NEW ZEALAND AFTER-MATCH DINNER MENU, EMBOSSED WITH BOTH CRESTS TO THE COVER
    £100-150

54. A SIGNED 1953 CARDIFF RFC v NEW ZEALAND MENU & INVITATION TOGETHER WITH A 1908 WALES v SCOTLAND MENU
    £300-400

55. A BLACK & WHITE CARTOON OF TEDDY MORGAN (SCORER OF THE WALE TRY v NEW ZEALAND 1905), SIGNED, TOGETHER WITH A WALES v IRELAND 1969 PARTLY SIGNED PROGRAMME
    £30-40